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ABSTRACT
This study investigated the use of contextual template
matching (CTM)and the tool used in CTM to collect
personality data, the California Q―set (CQ―set), as a
perョ●rlal l ty 二3se3sment t●ol rD be used with athlete3.  The
study involved modification of the CO―set, construction cf
10 1deal mode13 0r templates of persona1lty char二cterittti cs,
investigation of the test―retest r llability of the CO―set
l,ith lthac`ュ College athletes (二 = 35), and the reilatility
estimates of the constructed templates by sport
psychologists/psychOlogists (里 = 28).  The CQ―et showed
satisfactory test―etest reliability (二 = .72)as a
self―assessment technique with college ath!etes.  The
templates showed acceptable rellabllity estimates for 5 of
the 10 characteristics,
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
In the past coaches have used thelr own judgrnent
(perhaps guesswork is a better term) to evaluate the
psychological profiles of their athletes. This has been due
to the lack of avai labi 1 ity of a satisfactory aihletic-
personal !ty tool. The development of such a pereonal ity
tool would allow coaches to (a) ldentlfy and measure a wlde
range of personal ity variables important to athletes and
thelr performance, (b) use the tooi in a wide spectrurn of
athietic situations, and (c) identify a large quantity of
athletic behavioral variance. Hoffman and Bem <L982>
developed such a tool, contextual template matching (CTM),
that appears to meet these requlrements.
CTM is the method that best suits the interactional
model of behavior. The interactional model of behavior
considers situation and person variables as co-determinants
of behavior, and research has demonstrated that this
methodology typical ly explains more than twice the
behavioral varlance explained by one-dimensional
methodologles (Endler & Hunt, L966, 1958). The tool used ln
CTM to collect personality data is the Californla 0-set
(CG-set), which was developed by Block <1.978>.
When the C0-set was being developed, it was intended to
2be used as a comprehen31Ve and widely applicable perBonュllty
assessment instrumento  Originally introduced as an
observer―assessment instrument, the CO―set was first used as
a self―asses●II:ent tOol by Bem (Bem & Funder, 1978).
However, for CTM to be used in the athletic environment, a
sufficlent rellabllity estimate of the CO―s t as a
self―assessment tool must be obtained。
There are three areas of stud7 involved in this
investi9ation: (a)modification of the CC-3et,(5)
test―retest reliability of a modified C3-set, and (c)
deveiopment of new templates of hypothetical ldeal ュthletes
by sport psychoiogists/psychologists,
Scope of Problem
This study consisted of three parts.  The first part
was completed with the assistance of graduate sport
psychology classeso  Class members were asked to eliminate
CO―set statements that were not relevant to the sport
contextt  Eighteen of 100 cards in the CO―set we e
eliminated, leaving the modifled CO―set containing 82 cards
(Appendix A),1
The second part of the study investigated the
1 Aaapted and reproduced by special Permission of the
publ isher, Consulting Psychologists Press, Inc', Palo
Al.'o, CA. 94306, from Caiifornla 0-Sort Deck by J'
Bl ock; adapted by D, Bern'
3test-retest rel iabi I ity of the modified CQ-set with varsity
col I ege athl etes. Subjects $rere Ithaca Col I ege varsi ty
athletes (N = 35), randomly selected from varslty athletic
rosters durlng the 1985-198.5 academlc year. Subjects were
read a recruiting statement over the phone for selection
purposes. Volunteers k,ere acfninistered the modi f ied CQ-set
and asked to describe their ov/n personal Ity, keeping the
athletic context in mind as they were sorting. They
repeated the sort 7 to 15 days I ater.
In the third part of this study, modified CG-set decks
r.iene sent to 33 spotrt psychol oglsts,'psycholcglsts uhc had
demonstrated expertise in their area of sport personal ity
characteristlcs (e,9, , over-confldence, s€l f-mot ivation).
They were asked to develop the ldeal models or templates of
the personal ity characteristics in their area of expertise
using the modified C0-set.
Statement of Problem
This study is an attempt to modify the C0-set for use
in the athlet ic context, assess i ts test-retest rel iabi I ity,
and construct new templates uslng the modified C0-set.
Deflnltion of Terms
The followlng terms have been used ln thls thesls and
wlll be deflned to clarlfy thelr exact meaning:
Athletlc context: Pertalnlng to a sport circumstance.
Cal ifornia O-set (CQ-set): Numerous statements
formulated by Block <1978) to describe a wide range of
personality variables in a wide range of contexts.
Contextual template matchlnq (CTM) : A technlque that
matches an lndlvidual's self-sort of the C0-set wlth a
contextual template or templates.
Ipsative test: A procedure that al Iows comparisons of
an individual's characteristics but is I imlted in the degree
to which it permits inter-individual comparisons.
lJormative test: A procedure '."hat describes personality
by iaking the behavior of the populaticn as the siandard of
compar i son .
Paradlcnn: A modeI used for an expianatory framework,
G-set: A set of behavioral descriptors printed on
cards.
Sal ient: Important and relevant to the sorter.
Templ ate: The personal i ty descr ipt ion or prof i I e of a
hypothetlcal ideal indivldual who typlcally displays a
personal I ty characterlst Ic,
Assumptions of Studv
The followlng assumptlons were made ln this study:
l. The experts were appropriately qualified to develop
the template of the personality characteristic in their
area.
2. The CG-set is adequate in range to assess
personal ity variables essential to athletic performance and,
5consequent I y, so is the modi f ied C0-set. Therefore, the
modified CQ-set may also be used in the athletic context.
3. Each athlete was ful ly and simi lari ly motivated
during the test-retest actrninlstration of the CQ-set.
De I lmi tat i ons of Studv
For the purpose of this study the fol lowing
del imitations were made:
1. Experts were those considered to be prcminent in
research in their area of expertise by Dr. Cralg Fisher and
the author.
2. 0nly 35 athletes from Ithaca Col lege were tested.
Limi tat I ons of Siudv
For the lntent of thls study the f ol lowlng I lmitations
ex i sted
1. The results of this study pertain only to the use
of the modified CQ-set.
2. The results of this study are only valid in the
athietic context.
3. The results of this study are only applicable to
col I ege athl etes.
4. The validlty of the expert templates are dependent
on the respective frame of reference of the experts.
Chapter ?
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The revlew of related literature for this study is
divided into six maior sections: (a) sport personality
research, (b) Q-methodology, (c) the Q-sort, (d) the CQ-set,
(e) contextual template matching in the athletic
env i ronment, and <t> summary.
Sport Personal i tv Research
The area of sport personality has been of great
interest to many researchers in recent years. Although
there have been vast amounts of research in the area of
sport personal ity, very I ittle can be concluded from the
research. Perhaps Ryan <L976) best summed up the status of
sport personal i ty:
The research in this area has been the "shot gun"
variety. By that I mean the investigators grabbed the
nearest and most convenient personality test, and the
closest sport group, and with I ittle or no theoretical
basis for their selection, fired into the air to see
what they could bring down. It isn't surprising that
firing into the air at different times and different
places and using different alnmunition should result in
dlfferent findings. (p. 422>
The bulk of research in sport personality has been geared
7towards a specific definition of personal ity structure
through the use of a variety of inventories. Wel I over
1,000 studies have utilized the trait model of behavior
(e.9., Minnesota Mul tiphasic Personal ity Inventory,
Cal ifornia Psychological Inventory) (Fisher, L984>. Trait
theorists advocate that there are pervasive
cross-situational consistencies in an individual's behavior.
Therefore, according to trait theorists, if an athlete
scores low on an anxiety inventory, that athlete will always
exhibit a lower anxiety level than an athlete whose score
indicates a high level of anxlety. A damaging aspect of the
trait model is that personal ity traits explain no more than
1.0v" of the behavioral variability in any given situation
(Endler & Hunt, L965, L968>. This flnding was also
confirmed by results col lected in sport contexts (Burton,
L977; Czarnecki, L977; Fisher, Borowicz, & Morris, 1978;
Fisher, Horsfall, & Morris, !977>, an aspect that makes the
val idity of the trait model difficult to accept.
Another model commonly used to predict behavior has
been the situational model. The situational model tries to
account for behavior in terms of the situation in which
behavior occurs. This viewpoint suggests that behavior is
expected to change from one situatlon to another, and
lndlvidual factors are not thought to be important in
explaining personality. The bulk of research suggests that
Ineither a trait approach nor a situational approach is
sufficient to explain behavior.
The importance of developing and using measurement
tools foc assessment of personallty ln the athletlc context
was stressed by Layman (1970). She clalmed that it Is
necessary to alter in form and not merely transfer
personal lty theory to athletic personal ity research. The
conceptual model that is best suited to take person and
situation vaniables into account is the interactional model
of behav i or.
Inieraciional Model of Behavior
The interactional paradigrm uses many social iearning
theory precepts that incorporate the influence of both the
situation and the person upon overt behavior. The
interactionist sees situation and person variables as
co-determinants of behavior without specifying either as
primary or subsidiary.
The interactlonlst model is not a new ccncept; its
foundatlon can be found in earl ler personal ity theory
Kantor (1959) was the first to postulate a person-situation
Interaction theory. Endler (1955, L973) and Endler and Hunt
(1956, 1958) have done much of the contemporary research in
the area of interactionisnr.
According to Magnusson and Endlen <t977>, the basic
elements of the person by situatlon interactional model can
be summarized in the fol lowing manner:
I1, Actual behavior is a functlon of a continuous
feedback process between the lndivldual and the envlronment,
2. The indivldual is an intentional, active part of
this interaction process.
3. 0n the person slde of the Interaction, cognltlve
factors are the essential determinants of behavior, although
emotional factors cannot be discounted.
4. 0n the situation side, the psychological meaning of
the situation for the individual is the crucial determining
factor.
if one is to better understand, evaluate, and predict
an athlete's performance, the reciprocal interactl.on between
the athlete and the specific sport environment must be
considered (Bandura, L978>. According to reciprocal
lnteraction, beh.avlor, personal ity, and environment are
interdependent a*,n., personal ity lnfluences behavior, and
behav i or af fects persona I i ty ) .
Fisher <t984) argued that methodologies that intend to
satlsfy the lnteractlonal model must conform to the baslc
principles of interactionism. First, the methodology must
use in combination person and situation variables that are
specific to an athlete to gain the essence of the
i nteract i on.
Second, ony interactional methodology must ensure that
Its main intentlon ls to determlne response varlance wlthln
an lndivldual and not across groups. Due to thls Prlnclple,
the data analysis must be ipsative and not normative.
must be analyzable so that individual differences are
lost in a group analysis where differences may never
found.
10
Data
not
be
The last principle is to construct a methodology that
can encompass a wide range of sltuatlon and person
variabies. It would be inefficient to construct a new
testing instrument every time a new research problem was
being investigated.
The two methodologies proposed by Fisher (1984) that
best suit the interactionai model are individual differences
sca! ing anal ysis ( INDSCAL) and contextual templ ate matching
(CTM). INDSCAL iets the investigator gain Information from
data wlthout the subject,s being aware that there is a
pattern to their responses. The second method, CTM, is the
method that perhaps best suits the interactional model.
Contextual Template Matchinq
Bem and Funder <1978) introduced the template matching
technique in a study that investigated the template matching
technlque for predictlng the behavlor in partlcular
sltuations, The behavlor of interest is charactenized by a
template, a personal ity description of a hyPothetical ideal
person most Itkely to dlsplay that behavlor In the sltuatlon
under study (Hoffman & Bem, 1982>. The type of behavlor
that wi I I occur is predicted by comParing an individual's
11
descrlptlon of hIs./her own personallty wlth a partlcular
temp I ate.
Template matching has been empirically successful and
useful as a tool of verlflcatlon and of exploratlon, But,
accordlng to Hoffman and Bem <L982>, lt is incomplete in two
ways. First, it does not follow any certain way of
characterlzlng situatlons lndependently of personal ity
attributes. Secondly, template matching only penipheral 1y
uses the idea that both person factors and situation factors
have to be considered in predicting behavior. To al leviate
these two problems, Hoffman and Bem <1982) devised the
contextual temp I ate match i ng techn i que ( CTM) .
What makes CTM different from template matching and
allows lt to succeed on the same data on whlch template
matchlng fal ls 1s the substltution of a situatlon-specific
description of the individual's personal ity instead of the
gl obal G-sort (personal I ty descrlptors) ,
The tool used by indlvlduals to characterize their own
personal ity is the Cal lfornia G-set developed by Block
(1978). The C0-set Is a form derlved from the O-sort method
developed by Stephenson (1953).
O-methodo I oqv
The O-sort is an instrument that describes personality
on the basis of the indivldual as opposed to the population.
The G-sort method was devised originally by Stephenson to
provide, in convenient form, data suitable for his heuristic
t2
studles ln G or obverse factor analysls' The letter 0 was
generalized from Its orlglnal meaning of an emphasls on
correlating persons to include also a method that scaled
data for this correlational approach (Block, 1'978).
In the 0-sort method, Eo individual is presented a set
of statements. The individual then must sort those
statements into prescribed categories with a designated
number of statements that are most characteristlc or sal ient
of the individual to ltems that are most uncharacteristic otr
most sal ient in a negative sense of the individual.
The 0-sort
There are three questlons which are often asked when
discussing the G-sort method and analysis of G-data:
1. Should the sorter be allowed a free rather than a
forced dtstrlbutlon of ltems In each category?
2. It forced dlstrlbution is the chosen method, then
what form should this take?
3. Can the effect of social desirability be minimized,
and, if so, how?
In research done by Hartigan (1983), these questions
were discussed. The discussion can be summarized as
fol lows:
1, Unforced 0-sortlng ls more susceptlble to the
Barnham effect (Meehl , 1955), which is the I ikel ihood to say
very general thlngs about oneself.
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2. The information that is gained by unforced
Q-sortlng seems to be readlly avallable through forced
O-sort I ng,
3. The forced G-sorting method provides data in a
convenlent and analyzable form, whereas unforced G-sortlng
does not al low thls to occur,
4. Even though a rectangru I ar ( or un I f orm)
A-distribution provides a few more discriminations, the
Q-distributlon should deviate towards a unimodal
dlstrlbution, Thls ls because items in the middle
categories are less important than items in the extreme
categories and represent more dLff icult and time consuming
i udgrments.
5. Personal ity variables are distributed normal ly
among a population of individuals, therefore the different
variabl es wl thln an indlvldual personal I ty are I lkewlse
unlmodal I y distrlbuted.
6. Two methods would allow the influence of social
deslrabllity of the 0-sort data to be reduced. First, any
varlance ln soclal deslrablllty of the 0-ltems can he
reduced by keeping these values relatively constant along
al I ltems (1.e., Items wlth high positive or negative social
deslrablllty values are excluded). Second, a 0-set may be
balanced wlth respect to the social deslrability of 0-items.
7. The issue of social desirability in the athletic
context remalns an open question. The guidelines offered by
1.4
Ech^rards (1970) for mlnlmlzlng thls undeslrable factor were
anticipated by Block <L978) and incorporated into the
development of the CQ-set.
The CG-set
The C0-set sras developed by Block <1978) with the
intention of developing a comprehensive and widely usable
O-set for psychiatrists and psychologists. When the CG-set
was being developed most of the effoct was focused on
establ ishing a good set of personal ity descriptors. Block
was wel I av/are of the limitatlons ln the generallzations
selected but argued that these 1 imitations were sl ight
compared to some of the inadequacies in other contemporary
research methods,
The prlnclples that were used In wrltlng C0-ltems were
as fol lows:
1, Each item was written ln a theoretical ly neutral
form, None of the CO-ltems uses a concept llnked only to
one theoretlcal orlentation, consequently the items should
be compatible to any viewpoint about Personal ity.
2. Each item was written to suggest a continuum,
rather than to have either./or impl ications. The sal ience of
an item would, therefore, be assessed by its placement
rather than directly by its wording'
3. Each item wae wrltten to.express single
psychologlcal "elenents" to avoid the ambiguity of
" doubI e-barreI I ed" Phrasings.
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4.  The attempt was made t● lnclude only varlable3 that
were conceptually independent of each other.  In conceptual
independence the psychological lsense of each item cannot be
coordinated to or derived from the psychological sense of
any other item or con」unCt10n of items.
5,  The attempt was made to exclude the redundancy of
ltems with the recognition that logical or verbal ●pp●彗iteョ
are not necessarily psychological opposites.
6。  An effort was undertaken to minimi=e the desree of
7alue 」lJdgment in the Judges/ descriptions of subjects,
:・leutral, positiVe, and negative items exlst in the CC-3et in
the ratio, approximately, 211:1.
Prior to the  development of a comprehensive and usable
O―set for psychologists and psychiatrists, Block was
involved in other Q―studies.  These studies led to the
preparation of a Q―set by assessors in a study of Air Force
officers (Mackinnon, 1958).  It is considered by many that
this early deck of lnstitute of Personality Assessment and
Research (IPAR)Q―items encouraged the effort to develop a
more generally useful Q―set.
Developinq the CO―set. Form I
The starting point for the CQ―set was 90 1tems.  In
many hours of meetings of psychologists and a psychoanalyst,
each item was discussed with respect to lts clarity, its
implications for the quallty of the total Q―deck, and its
psychological importance.  There was no analytical method to
16
test the sufficlency of the O-3et becallョe theL‐e l彗■●
systematic and wldely accepted conceptuallzation of
per3onallty,  Congequently, an emplrical effort wa3 mttde by
the group to find any ltems that had weaknesses,  The O―se
was then submitted to a group of cllnicュl pョych●l●91ョtョ in
1953 at the Langley Porter Clinic.  There was again
discusョ1●n and a further chュllenge to dlョc ver
personality―relevant items not alreadv incllided,  The
original items were broadened in acceptability and
Ferttpect l ve, arld in `」ulプ 1'5■ the CO―set, ForI I, co■sistl■g
of 108 items, was u●ed in sever二l research stⅢ晨1■ら,
Developinc the CO―set. Form II
The CG-set, Form I, was revised in August of 1954.
There had been suggestions for improvements from
psychologists who had used the CQ-set for research or had
teaching experience with the procedure. Form II of the
C0-set ccnslsterl of i15 Items and was anather' siep tci+ar-d=:
.rchleving the capabl I Iiy to permit personality f orrnulations
by a wide range of psychodynamicaliy oriented observers.
The CQ-set, Form II, was used from August 1954 until March
195?,
neveloplnq the C0-set. Form TII
Using the suggestions gathered from users ln ihe
precedlng 2 years, a tenatlve revlslon of, Form II of '"he
CC-set was prepared in the Fail of i?56. Durlng the
meetings held at the Institute of Human Development, the
17
group dlsctusョed each r」f the O―item8, ョlrlrJly arld in
COn」l_tnction, agalngt the criteria described earller.
The 108 1tems from the CO―set, Form l were
intercorrelated, the data coming from a sample of 40 mothers
of psychlatrically―dlsturbed chlldL~en arld, ■3 こ 言 pこL‐ite
matrix from a sample of 40 fathers of these same children.
In the CO―set, _「●L~m II, the l15 1temョwere 二1ョф
intercorrelated.  Data were collected from O― descriptions of
a random sample of 50 middle―aged Vassar graduit■≡: こnd, こ尋 こ
seperate matL‐ix. from a sample of TC male applicants to
medical school.
These four matrices lJere scrtitiniEed tO identify items
too highly correlated with cther items in the set,  To be
considered as redundant, it was necessary for the
correlatlon between two ltems to exlst in more than orie of
the matrices,  This served as a safeguard against a
premature concluslon that twc itemョ wel―e func i●nュlly
equivュlent.  Upon completion of the psychcmetric analysis
and discusslon of items, Form III of the CO―ョet wiョ
finall=ed in 1961.
Evaluation of the CO―set ltemョ
There have been many criticiぃIHs of the CO―s  items.
These criticisms and their replies by Block (1978)are
summarized below:
1.  A common criticism of the O―sort method is that
results are a function of the particular O―set used,  The
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the O―ョet is to lJ3e a conョenguュl bisi fфr item ョ●l●cti●rl t
During the course of the development of the CQ―setp OVer 50
professlonals of diverse orlentatlon3 contributed thelt―
3uggeStions.  If a blas does exist in the CQ―set, then this
blas is a belief among professional observers,  There a13●
ls erlpirical evidence that the functional relationships
rendered by the cne C―set in be eIPected tc be 電■:te
sinilar to the functional rel.■tionships appearing via the
other set.
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? nst the CO―set is that
αlscri轟1■二ti■3 ■3二■1=
:ir descrlbing a personalitf . There are three responses to
""his cri{'"lcj.sm, the first being a rrumerlcal Dne, The r-rurlFei-
of differeni ways a CG-set can be sorted into ihe nine
ca'.'egcr i es i s 6.45 x 1085, do enormous number. A I though the
nodified C0-se" to be used in this study would conpute to be
a smalier number, it siill would be qui*'e large, In
calcuiating this number of sorting arrangements, it should
be noted that it is assumed *'ha*' there is independence in
p I acement of each i tem, drt assumpt i on that we know i s
incorrect. Even if ihe resulting figure qrere reduced by a
factor of 100 or a billion, one is still left with an
enormous number of item configurations.
Second, the constraints applied by the CQ-set are
sl igrht compared to ihose imposed by other personallty
research methods. Th i s does not mean that the I imi ta*," i ons
L9
Imposed by the C0-set are not lmportant, but they do nct
attenuate the truth.
Thlrd, sltuatlons wlll arlse when a descriptlon just In
terms of the C0-ltems wlll not be adequate, In these
situations a freely written characterization of the subject
wl I 1 be useful in conveylng any addl t lonal informat ion and
perceptlons. It is of utmost importance that studles thai
use this method do so in addltlon tc rather ihan lnstead of
,1 CG-sort.
3,  Another common criticism of the C8-set de二:喜 ∵ith
the meaning and interpretabliity of the ltens used.  E∵en
though the primary purpose of the O―appr ach is to
standardize a language 30 that comparabllity of descriptiOn
becomes feasible, there ls discusslon that the standard
language may not be used in equivalent ways.
The re」oinders to this are several.  Attention must be
brought to the extended and attentive evolution of item
phrasing.  The manifest or genotyplcal level that an item is
intended to ref!ect is clearly indicated.  Where an item is
phrased alternatively or expounded upon, lt was done so that
these extenslong are free from discord with each other,
However, in actual usage the interpretability problem may
sti1l occur due to differences in language backgrounds,  A
technique used by Block (1978)was to have experts calibrate
themselves by describing the same sub」ect.  COn equently,
differences found are true differences in evaluation rather
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than unwanted discrepancles due to dlfferlng Interpretatlon
of ltems. Another approach that can be used for unlversal
accord of item interpretation is to consult the
C0-deacrlptlon of an optlmally adJusted person 1n Block's
(1978, pp. 114-145) book.
Val idi tv of the Cal i fornia Q-set
The Amerlcan Ps:rchologicai Associaiion ( 1966)
consi dered *."he val l di ty af a procedure to rneen the cegree tc
which It is capable of achievlng its aims. It has iong been
accepted that , because di f f,ereni tes',.s may ha,,'e di f f erent
types cf aims, ar-l apprcach thai rnight be approprlate for
clemonstrat i ng va I I di t'f i n one test may not be apprcpr i ate
for another, There are three assessments of val idity, each
geared towards a speclflc aim of a test: content,
predl ct I ve, and construct .
Content val idity involves showing that the content of
the test is representative of the behaviors for which ',"he
test ls belng given, According to Ghlselli <1.964>,
predlctive valldity is the accuracy with which we can make
guesses about one characterlstic of an individual from
another characterlstic, Construct val idity is establ Ished
by relating a postulated measure of a construct or
hypothetlcal quantity wlth some behavior or nepresentation
that it is hypotheslzed to underl ie.
The validity of the G-technlque had for the most part
been unquestioned (Frank, 1955). Some investigatlons, such
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as the one done by Sweetland and Frank (1955), which
compared the results to some external criterlon, attest to
its validity.
A ma」or COncern when using the CO―set as a self-30rt
instrument is whether it wlll exhibit adequate conslstencF
over time,  Pestllts of a study done by HIInrtigan (1983)
showed the effect of the test―retes  reliability of
athletes/ self―de criptions with the CQ―set during a tine
intervらl of l week to l month to be a mininai negative
r●lationship of 二 = ―,19,  This relationョhip stiggests that
this time interval is of little i■portince in ■■二suring
con313tenc7 ●ver tine of the CO-3et with こ●llege ith ●tes,
Contextual Templite Matih上ュ旦_上ュ_ he A hietic C●nt rtt
The CO―set has been used in association with the CTM
technique in three studles that have invoived athletes.  The
effect of psychological skllls training (measured by CTM)on
perceived e}【rtion was investigated by Satterl●y (1982),  An
assessment of athletes・ 3elf―confldence in a varlety of
SpOrt-3peCific situatlon3 wag conducted by AL~aniti(1983).
Hartigan (1983) inψ estigated the test―retest reliabllity of
the CQ―set with college athletes, and his results showed a
mean correlation of .71,  He a!30 uSed the CO―set to
describe the personality characteristics of prototype
athletes, and his results showed predicted reliabilities
with a range of .60 〈 R皇 > .80.
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Summarv
A vast amount of sport―personality research has been
done in an attempt to measure personallty characteristics
using the trait model of behavior◆  However, research by
Endler and Hunt (1966, 1968)has shown that the
interactional model is a more accurate conceptuall=ation of
perttonュlity,  Flsher (1984)prop● 3ed that the best method to
suit the interactional model is CTM.  CTM uses a
situation―specific description of a person′s personality
rather than giobュl personalitr descriptors,  Dati coli゛c iin
in CTM is done with an instrument call● d the Califcrnia
O―set, which was developed by Block (1978)。   Discussion of
the Q―set and evaluatlon of the CO―set items was ュlso
undertaken.  The final discussions dea!t with the validity
and reliability of the CO―set and the use of CTM in sport
contexts.
Chapter 3
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
This chapter explains (a)selection of subjects,(b)
modificatlon of the testing instrument,(c)method of data
collection,(d)treatment of data, and (e)summary.
Selectlon of Sub_iects
Subjects for the development of the O― set templates
were spOrt psychologists/psychologists (里 = 28)」udged tO be
ei(perts in the area in ■ ich they wer● ch●3en,  31」bj●ct_n― for
the reliabllity study (塁 = 35)were randomly selected frcm
the lthaca Coilege varsit7 athletic rosters during the
1985-1986 academic year.  Participants in the stlJdy were
informed of the demands of the study and consented to be
voluntary subjects who could withdraw from the study at any
time.
Hodificition tDf the Teョinc ln3trunent
The original CQ―set was devised by Block (1978)and
adapted by Bem (Bem & Funder, 1978).  It consists of 100
items or descriptive personality statements (e,g., “Is
interested in the opposite sex・)printed on cards to ald
sor t i ng.
The modified C0-set
sport psychology classes.
by removing cards deemed
A total of 18 cards were
was made by graduate students in
The modiflcation was accompl ished
i rre levant to the ath let i c conte:<t .
removed, so that 82 items currently
AAzo
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comprise the deck (Appendix A)。
Sorting Procedures
ln the original CQ―set the items are sOrted into three
piles:  positively sallent or characteristic items, neutral
or irrelevant items, and negatively sallent or
uncharacteristic items,  The items in the three piles are
then sorted into nine categories ranging from least
characteL~lStic tc most characteristic of the perscn being
described,  The most sallent or characteri3tic items are
placed in Category 9, こnd the most sallent in a negative
sense cr t」ncharacteristic are placed in Category l,  Ite■s
that are irrelevint or neutral are placed in ■icdle
categories.  The numbers of items assigned to Categories l
to 9 are 5, 8, 12, 16, 18, 16, 12, 8, 5, respectively.
In the modified CO―set the items to be sorted are put
into three pllest  positively salient or characteristic
items, neutral or irrelevant items, and negatively salient
or uncharacteristic items.  The items in the three piles are
then sorted into seven instead of nine categories, ranging
from least to most characteristic of the person being
described.  As in the original CO―set the most sallent or
characteristic items are put in the last category, now
Category 7, and the most uncharacteristic items are placed
in CategOry l.  Neutral items are placed in middle
categories.  The numbers of items assigned to Categories l
to 7 are 6, 10, 14, 22, 14, 10, and 6, respectively.
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After a sub」eCt finishes sorting, the numbers on the
item cards are recorded by categorles for later analysis,
Methods of Data Collectlon
Subjects for the rellability study were contacted by
telephone.  If after numerous attempts a potential subject
could not be reached, then that person was replaced.  The
subjects who were contacted were recrulted with the
telephone message in Appendix B,  If the subject agreed to
tate part in the study, a time was decided upon for the
sti b、」ect to reac and sign an informed ccnsent form and tc
sort the CQ―set (see Appendix C)under the supervision of
the inlノestigator.  3ubjects duplicated the prccess T tc 15
days after the first sort,  One athlete took over an hour,
yet another athlete took only 25 minutes.
Participants in the template construction were
recruited through a malling procedureo  Participants chosen
were sent a letter explaining the investigation (see
Appendix D), a definition of the template they were being
asked to construct (see Appendix E), and a modified CO―set
and sorting instructions (see Appendix F).  If they agreed
to take part in the investigatlon, they completed the
sorting procedure and returned the sorting gulde and the
CO―set.  If they chose not to take part in the study, they
were asked to simply return the CO―sets unsorted.
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Treatment of Data
ln the test―r test reliability study with the athletes,
the scores for each athlete were analyzed by Pear30n
product―moment correlatlon.  In the template construction
study, templates were formed by averaging arithmetically the
scores from each item by the experts.  An inter―expert
correlation was then calculated for each template
constructed,
Summarv
Athletes (ェ = 35)tfho participated in the re:labilit「
study described their own personality in the athletic
context by sorting the California O―set (CO―set)twice,  The
scores from the two sorts for each subject were correlated
to estimate the test―retest rellabllity of the CO―set with
lthaca College athletes.
A second aspect involved experts constructing teFlplates
of hypothetical ideal athietes who typically exhibit a
certain type of personality。
Chapter 4
ANALYSIS OF DATA
This chapter wil I lnvolve discussion of the results of
(a) the test-retest reliability of the CQ-set as a
self-assessment tool with college aihletes, (b) the average
card piacernent and reliability estimates foc the 1C
constructed templar"es, and (c) suirilnarr-.
Test-rctesf Pel !ehil itv of the CC-set as ,1 Self 
-asses=neirt
Techn i que t./l'"h Coi I eqe A'.h I etes
The test-retest correiations of athletes' C0-sor'"s were
assessed by Pearson produc'"-rnoment, ccrre i at,I on. The neai
correlation foc this sample was .72, The range vras .17 to
.84, with a standard deviatlon of .09. The distribution of
the test-retest rel iabi I ity coefficients for the 35 subiects
is shown in Figure i.. Results treveal that 32 of 35 coliege
athletes or 9I% exhibit reliabi l ity of .50 or nigher in ihe
C0-set test-retest rei labl I ity.
Averaqe Card Pl acement and Re I i abi i i tv Est imates for the
Constructed Templates
An avetrage card placement by the sport psychologlsts,'
psychologists was calculated for the modified CQ-set (Table
1 ), resul ttng in 10 templates or ideal models of selected
personal i ty characterist ics.
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Table l
Characteristic a beinc sorted
Card number     PER   ASS   ANX   ACH   EFF
1
2
5
6
7
9
10
11
12
13
14
16
17
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
3.7
7,0
3.7
5.3
4.7
3.0
3.7
4.0
2,7
2.3
2.7
5。3
4.0
2.3
4。3
3.7
2.3
2.0
5。3
4。3
7.0
3.7
5。0
5.7
1.0
4.7
5.3
2。0
4.0
2.3
3.7
4。0
4.3
2.3
4.3
1。0
4。0
4.3
1.7
3.7
3.7
5,3
2。7
4.7
3.3
4。0
3。7
3.3
4.3
4.0
1.0
3.7
3.0
2.0
5.0
2.7
3.3
4.0
5.0
3.0
6.7
4.7
3.0
5。3
1,7
4.7
4.0
4.3
4.3
3.0
3.7
4.3
3.3
4.0
4。0
1.7
6.0
4.3
3.0
4。0
4。0
3,0
3.7
4.7
4.0
6.0
7。0
4.0
5.3
5。7
3.0
6.0
3。7
5,3
6.0
3.3
4.3
4.7
2.3
5.0
2.3
3.3
2.7
3。0
5。7
4.3
1.0
6.3
2.7
4.3
3.7
4.7
4.0
6.7
4.0
5。7
4.3
4.3
6.7
4.3
5。0
5.3
4.0
6.3
3.0
1.0
3.3
3.3
3.3
2.7
2.0
5,7
3.7
3.0
6.0
2.7
1.3
3.3
4.7
4.3
7.0
4。3
4。0
5.3
1.0
4.7
5,3
3.3
4。0
2.3
3.7
4。0
3◆7
2。0
4.0
1.0
4。0
4.0
1.3
5。0
4。0
4,7
4.7
4.3
4.7
4.7
4.7
4。0
3.0
4.0
4。0
4.0
4。7
4.0
3.0
4。3
3.3
2.7
4.3
4.7
5.0
3.3
4.3
3.3
3.7
4.3
3.3
3.7
4.3
3.7
3.0
2.7
3。3
4.3
5.0
3。0
3.3
4。3
4。0
4◆0
( tabl e cont Lnues)
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Characteristica being 30rted
Card Number     PER   ASS   ANX   ACH   EFF
47
48
49
50
52
53
54
55
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
67
68
69
70
71
72
74
75
76
77
78
79
82
83
84
85
86
87
89
91
92
94
95
96
97
99
100
3.7
4。0
3.7
2.0
6.3
2。3
3.7
1。0
6.7
6.7
3。7
3.3
3.3
5。0
5。0
1,7
2。7
5,3
6◆3
7.0
3.7
4.7
5,7
3.7
5.3
2.0
3.3
3.0
5。0
4.3
5。0
3.7
3.0
5。3
5.3
4.7
4.3
4.3
6.0
3.7
3.3
5。0
3.0
4。0
3.0
3。0
7。0
4。0
3◆3
2.7
4.3
4.3
4.7
4.3
3.3
3.7
4.0
3.7
3.3
4.0
5.0
6.0
2.7
4.0
5。0
3.7
6.3
3.0
3。0
3.7
4.3
3.7
6.3
3.7
3.3
5.3
6.0
4.7
5.3
5.3
6.0
1。7
4.7
3◆3
5。0
4。3
4.7
4。3
2◆0
5。0
3.3
6.0
5。3
2。3
3。3
3◆3
4。0
2.7
2.0
2.7
6.7
4.7
4.0
3,3
6.3
1。0
2.0
3.7
3.3
3.3
6。7
5。0
2.3
1。7
3.3
5.3
4。0
4.7
3.0
1.3
3.7
2.7
2.3
1.0
3。7
3.0
2.7
3.7
3.7
2.3
6.3
2.3
3.7
1。0
6.3
5。7
4。3
3.7
3。7
4.3
6。3
3.0
2.3
4。7
5,3
7.0
4.7
4.7
5。7
4.3
4,7
3.0
2。7
2.7
4.3
4.0
4.7
3.0
5。0
5。3
6.0
4。7
4.0
5。3
6.7
3.3
3.7
3.7
5.0
3.7
2。7
3。7
3.7
3.3
4.7
3.3
3.0
4.0
4.0
2.0
4.7
4.7
4.0
3.7
5.3
3,3
4.7
4.7
4.3
4.3
4.7
4.7
5.0
3.7
3.3
4.3
4.0
5.0
5.3
2◆7
4.0
3.3
2.3
5.3
3.0
4。3
5。7
4.7
4.0
5.0
(table continues2
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Characteristica beinq sorted
1
2
5
6
7
9
10
11
12
13
14
16
17
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
52
53
2.7
5◆3
6.7
3。0
4.3
3.7
4。0
6.0
2。0
5.3
4。0
5。3
7.0
6.3
3.0
6.0
3.7
3.3
3.7
3.0
1.7
2.7
6.3
6.3
3.0
6。0
4。7
3.0
6.3
2.3
2。7
1.0
3.7
4。0
4.3
5.0
4.7
4。7
3.7
4.7
4.7
1。3
2.3
2.7
2。0
3.7
6.3
3.0
3.0
3。7
4.0
2.7
3.3
4.3
4.7
4.7
1.0
3.3
3.0
2.7
6。0
2.0
3.0
5。7
4.0
3.3
3.7
6。3
2.3
2.7
2。3
5.3
4.7
4.7
3。0
3.7
4.3
4.0
3。7
2.7
4。0
1.7
4.3
4。0
3.3
4.7
2.3
4。0
3.7
3。7
6。7
4.7
3.0
3。0
4◆0
2.7
4。0
6.3
5。7
3.7
6.3
6.3
3.3
6◆0
3,7
6.0
2.7
4.7
3。7
4.7
4。0
3.0
2.3
3.3
3.0
2.0
6.0
5。0
2。7
3.7
4。0
4.0
3.3
3.7
3。0
6.3
3.0
5。0
3.7
4。0
6.0
5。0
3。7
3.0
4。0
3。0
2。0
2。7
3.3
6.3
5.3
4.7
4。0
2.0
2.7
4.3
2.0
2.0
3.0
3.7
4.3
2.3
5。3
3.7
2.7
2.0
5,3
4.0
6.3
3.7
4.7
6.3
1.3
4.3
6◆0
2.7
5。3
3.3
3.3
2.7
4.3
2.0
4.3
2.7
5.0
4。0
2.0
4.0
3.3
3.3
3。7
2.7
6.7
3。0
3.7
2.3
1。7
3.3
5。0
4◆3
4.3
4.3
6.0
4.7
1.7
2.0
2.3
6.3
3.7
3.7
5。7
4.3
4.3
3。7
6.0
3.0
3.7
3.3
2。3
4.0
3。0
4.0
2.3
3。7
5.3
4。0
2,0
5.3
4.3
3.3
3.7
6.3
3。7
2.7
4。3
4.3
5。0
3。7
6.0
4.0
(table continues)
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Characteristica beino sorted
Card number     AFF   OC    FF    SC    EXT
54
55
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
67
68
69
70
71
72
74
75
76
77
78
79
82
83
84
85
86
87
89
91
92
94
95
96
97
99
100
6.7
5。0
3.3
4.0
3。7
2.0
6。3
5。3
2。3
3。7
4.7
5.0
4.0
3.7
4.3
5.0
4.7
4.7
3.0
2.3
2.7
3.0
3.3
6.0
3.3
4.7
4.0
5.3
2.3
4.7
1.3
4。7
1。7
2.7
3.7
4。0
3.7
3.3
6.0
2。3
4.7
5。7
4.3
2.0
5◆7
4.3
3.0
4。0
3.0
5。7
4.7
4.7
3.7
5.7
3.7
2.3
2.7
4.3
3.7
4。0
5.0
4.3
3.7
5.3
6.3
4.0
4.7
5.3
6.3
2.3
5。7
4.0
4。0
5.0
4。0
2.3
3.3
2。3
5。7
4.7
3.0
3.7
6。7
5.0
3。7
4。0
6.7
2.3
3.3
3,3
3.3
4.7
5。7
4.3
3.0
3.0
2.7
4。0
4.3
6。3
4。0
4。0
3.3
4。0
3。3
3.0
3。7
3。0
4。0  4.7
1.3  2.7
5。0  4。0
6.3  2.3
3。3  4.7
4。3  2.3
3。7  5.3
4。7  3.3
4.3  5。7
3.3  5.0
2.3  4.3
3.7  4.3
5.7  2.7
7.0  6.3
1◆3  5.3
6.0  3.7
6.0  4.7
4.0  5。7
6.0  3.0
2.3  3。7
2.3  3.7
3,0  3,7
4.7  3.0
5,3  3.7
5。0  4.0
2.7  4.0
3.7  4。0
5.0  6.3
4.7  5.7
5。7  3.3
3.7  4。0
5.0  5。3
6.3  3.7
4.7  3.3
3.0  4.3
4.7  3.7
a The fol lowing abbreviations are used in this table:
PER--persistence, ASS--assertiveness, ANX--anxious, ACH--
achievement, EFF--high effort, AEF--affi I iative,
OC--over-confidence, FF--fear of fai lure, SC--self-
conf idence, EXT--extrinsical ly mot ivated.
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Reliability estimates were calculated between experts
(Table 2)。 The highest mean correlatlon between experts was
.69 for the characteristlc, high anxlous,  The lowest mean
correlation was ―.18 for the characteristic of high effort.
Several polnts must be noted when evaluating theョe
rellabllity estimates,  Expert A, B, and C are not the same
individual for the different characteristics.  The
chil―acteL~1ヨticョ afflll曇t on, high achievement,
self―confidence, high anxiety, and persistence h二d a ean
■●rrelation of ,50 or higher.  The characteristics
over―confidence, extrinsic ■otivation, fe二r o  fallure,
assertiveness, and high effort had a correlation of 。36 or
lower.  The characteristic high effort had a mean
correlatlon of ―。18 among experts,  As can be seen in Table
2, there are varying degrees of card placements for
different palrs of experts,
Summarv
The test―retest rellabllity of the CO―set as a
self―assessment tool with college athletes was investigated.
The rater rellabllity estimates for the 10 constructed
templates were also investlgated.
An overall test―re  mean correlatlon of 二 = ,72 was
obtained.  The rellabllity ●stim tes between expertョ ョhowed
a mean correlatlon of .60 or higher for five Of the
characteristics and a mean correlation of .36 or lower for
five characteristics。
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Table 2
Experts′ Reliabilitv Estimates
Characteristics A/B
Between experts
B/C     A/C里
Over-conf I dence
Persi stence
Hisn Effori
.Fear of Fai lure
i-lIsh Ani:iety
-tn r +_:1.1F+ t.1an^a
.fU r i tulli lLlVliVU
tqear'!" ! rronoec
E:.:tc I nsical I yr Mct i uat-ed
Hi gh Ach ievement
r,lttI liaElVe
.47
.72
-。39
。31
,62
,55
.21
.37
.74
.67
.24
.51
.32
.04
.63
,62
,15
,7C
.63
.36
.75
-.46
.65
。82
.66
.52
.24
.61
.69
。36
.66
-。18
。33
.69
,61
.28
.26
.68
.67
Note. Expert A, B, and C are not the sarne individual for
the di fferent character i st I cs.
Chapter 5
DISCUSS10N OF RESULTS
This chapter discusses the results presented in chapter
4. Topics include the following: (a) test-retest
reiiabillty of the CG-set as a self-assessment tool wiih
col lege athletes, (b) average card placement and rei laDI I lty
est irnates f cr the constructed temp i aies, and ( c ) surirrnar'1 .
Test-retesi Reliabilitv of the CQ-set as a Self-assessnen'"
T●●1 ,lth C●11●oe Athlきtes
The test―retest reliabllity of the CO―set, when tsed as
a self―assessment tool with college athletes (里 = 35),みデas
appraisedo  A mean test―retest correlation of .72 was
obtained.  The range of values was .47 to .84 with a
standard deviation of .09.
In a study done by Hartigan (1983), similar resuits
were found.  Hartigan reported a reliability coefficient of
.71, with the range of values being 。30 to ,92 with a
standard deviation of 。13.
Although statistical results were almost identical,
there are several procedural differences that should be
noted.  The test―r test time interval in Hartigan/s study
was l week to l month, whereas in this study the time
interval was l week to 15 days,  Another procedural
difference that must be noted is the method Of data
collection.  In Hartigan′s study the subjects Originally
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sorted the CQ-set at home at their convenience. This was
later abandoned for supervised sorting. The sorting for
this study was entirely supervised. The other difference
that must be noted is that the C0-set used in this study was
modified, therefore not the same as the one used in
Hartigan's study.
A i though ',.here were severa i procedura i dl f ferences I n
'"he iesiing, it appears'"ha'" neither these dlfferences. nor
ihe rilcdif lcation of ihe CC-sei iiself affects its
re:lebllliy as a self-essessment '"ool fc: use w:ih a'"nla:e=.
Averaqe Card Placement and Reliabilitv Estimates
f cr the Ccr:siructed Tenp l:les
An average card piacernent was ca!cula"ed for the
modified CG-set resulting in 10 templates, otr ideal models,
of selected personal ity characteristics. The rel iabi I ity
estimates for the iC constructed templaies were calculated.
Cf the 10 templates, five had an accepiable rel iabi I ity cf
.60 or higher (viz., the templates for affi I iaticn, nlgh
achievernent, sel f-conf idence, high anxiety, and
persistence) . Four templ a*,,es ( over-conf i dence,
extrinsicai ly motivated, fear of fai lure, and assertiveness)
had a reliability of .35 or lower. One template, high
effort, had a negative correlation of.18.
The study of the personality of athletes is an
interesting and difficult area of spori psychology. Part of
that difficulty is due to the fact that agreeing on a
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definition of personality is not easy.  There are so many
definitions that it is difficult if not impossible to decide
what constitutes personality (Fisher, 1976).  If experts
cannot agree on a definition of personality, should we
expect experts to agree upon the constructlon of templates
or ideal models of personality characteristics?  The
fo1lowing reasons are proposed as to why some templates
showed less reliability than others across raters,
Unaccept二じle Rell二b11ltv Estimates
A暮喜ertive Athl●te
The characteristic assertiveness is so tied in 、′ th the
constri_4ct iggresslon that it perhaps is ■c  ine,,〔Pec ec ■h tt t
there would be an inconsistency between 30rters,  The
construct of aggresslon has a twofold meaningt  reactive and
instrumental.  Reactive aggresslon implies that there is
intent to harm3 instrumental aggresslon differs from
reactive aggresslon in that the intent is to attain a goal,
not to harmo  Assertiveness is characterized by task
orientation.  Is this really any different than instrumental
aggresslon?  If 30me eXperts did and others did not
differentiate between assertiveness and reactive aggresslon,
this may explain the low rellabllity (■ = .28)of the
template, assertive athlete.
Hlqh Effort Athlete
With a correlation of ―。18, this is perhaps the most
disappointing template considering that effort is so much a
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part of sport. The lmplication here is that the experts do
not have much consistency concerning how high effort
athletes behave. Thls perhaps Is due to the
mislnterpretation of the relatlonships between abllity and
effort and effort and success. It athletes look as though
performances are comlng easy for them, c.g,, smooth, free
flowing, gl iding, the impression of iack of effort can be
pecceived. In actuality their aj:ili*'y is Ec gccd,rnd iheir
novenren t i s so smooth ihat i t ooes no}" appear iha.' they are
putilrg fcrtr the effcrt. Effor: anC succsss c.:ri ,=lso te
ccnfused. Is an athlete'u;ho is classlf lec as a
"5lue-chipper" arid successful ar* i+ha'uever Is a+"tenptec
considereci to be giving ai l-out ef f ort. whi I e the
"un-naturai" athiete who ls unsuccessful is thought cf as
not putting forth the effort? Until experts can better
differentiate effort from success, dbility, and,'or skill, it
ls unr'easonabie to expect a greater corlslsterrcy among raters
for thls templaie,
0ver-conf ident Athlete
There are two ways to look at the characteristlc,
over-confldence. The flrst ls to look at over-confidence as
an abundance of self-confidence that exceeds the level
apparently required for objective appraisal of task
performance. The second way is to view it as false
"self-confidence," which is real ly not self-confidence, but
an atternpt on the part of the ath lete to portray a
eoV'
self-conf ident demeanor. Depending upon ho*" the expert
decideo to interpert the definitlon mlght very easiiy
explain the lack of reliability among the experts.
Fear cf Fai I ure Ath I ete
Fallure or success is a consequence of most competliive
performances whether they be on or off the athietic fieid.
The r"'ay in which experts interpreted f ai iure could ha,re
inf iuenced their sorts. Some e:<perts could have sortea wiih
an absolr,rte standard in mind. An e:<arnple of *'his',.lculd have
been a sorter "seeing" f ai lure as an athle".e losing a race
cr Earfle. Cther ei:perts may have taren i nic acccuni. an
athlete's aspirations, goals, expectations, or achlevemen-Ls.
An athlete may finish last in a race, and that might be
considered a f al lure on the absolute standard. Yei tha'"
athlete may have lmproved his or her time, which is
indlcative of success. A betier understanding of the
antecedents and consequences of faiiure is needed in order
tc ful Iy understand f ai lure as it is cr ls not dj.splayed by
ath 1 etes.
Exirinsical Iv Motivated Athlete
The lmportance of motlvation to the degree of
achievement or to the quality of performance has been
recognized by many coaches (Webber, 1970). It is general ly
accepted that an individual can, to some extent, make up for
w'hat s,/he lacks in size or skill by desire or rnotivation io
r.lant to do better . There are ti"ro types of moi i vat i on:
.10
intrinsic and extrinsic. Mctivation is intrinsic when ihe
activity ltself suppl!es ihe reward and ls ex*"rinsic tuhen
the activity is a means to an end (Alderman, L976>. Many
theorists tend to assume that these two different kinds of
motivation are independent and additive (Notz, i.975).
Recent theorizlng chal lenges thls assumpt ion, in effect
claiming that an extrinsic mo*'iva'uion may actuai 1y decrease
inirinsic motivation. If they are not independent, can an
e:ipert sort 
"he 
CQ-set without allcwing himself..'herself to
be b! ased when sort i ng a card i nto the categor i es? I'" may
be that substaniiai interaction of the two types of
noti,ration rnakes a highly rellable sor'," almcst inposslSle.
Acceptable Rel iabi I itv Estimates
The temp l ates of se l f-conf i dence, h i gh anx i €ty,
persistence, affi I iatlon, and high achievement mlght have
higher inter-rater reliabi lty due '"o several reasons. The
f irst is ihai these ternplates seem to have a more generall':'
acceptable definition than those of the templates wiih a
iower rel iabi I lty. The second reason for ihe hlgher
reliability might be due to the lack of certain
pecuiiarities or idiosyncrac!es of ihe various e:rperts
rather than any signif icant informatlcn per'"inent to the
templ ates.
Surrlr.arv
The test―retest reliability of the CO―set was
investigated with 35 college athletes.  Ten templates were
A4tL
constructed by e):perts to describe ldeai rnociels of selected
personai i ty character ist ics,
Adequate test-retest reliabillty (C = .7?) was
obtained. 0f the 10 constructed templates, f Ive shovred
moderate to acceptable rel iabi I ity of .60 or higher. Five
showed unacceptable rel labl I ity of .35 or lower,
Personal ity, according tc the rnost general def lnitlon,
i,s a composite of mental abilities, interests, attitudes,
and other variabies chanacterlzing thoughts, feel ings, and
behavior. Thls def inition emphasizes the fact tha"' hurnan
personai ity is a unique combinat ion o" ccgn!tlve and
af feciive characteristics desirabie in terms of a t'r'picai,
fairiy consistent pattern of individual behavicr (A.l.ken,
t976). It experts have no conslstent idea of, what is ideal
or what behaviors are ideal, how does one remediate probiems
or decide if psychological ski I I trainlng is needed for
particuiar athletes?
Although one of ihe fascinatlons of sport is its
suscept ibi l i ty to chance and i ts unpredi ctabi l i ty, i t
behooves us as teachers, ccaches, and physical educators io
ccnt lnue to study the human being in spor"" in an ef f ort rrc
better understand the athlete. Such an understandlng wi 1 I
enable us to target for instruction and motivation ihe areas
which merit the greatest attention by the magnitude of
ihelr contributlon to the athletic experience.
Chapter 6
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Summarv
The test-retest reliability of the C0-set was
investigated vrith college athletes. In addition ternplates
were constructed of ideal models of selected personality
character i st i cs by sport psychol ogi sts./psychol ogi sts.
The subiects for the reliability study (H = 35) sorted
their own personal ity twice. The first and second sorts for
each subject were correjated to assess the rejiability of
the se'l f -sortlng CG-=et pr'ocedrrre wlth college athlete=. An
acceptable correlation of .72 was obtained,
A second study involved the construction of 10
ternpiates of Ideal models of selected personality
characteristlcs, Each template was constructed by three
sport psychologists./psychologists iudged to be an expert in
the area f or wh i ch *"hey were chosen . 0f the 10 temp I ates,
five showed acceptabie rel iabi I Ity of .50 or hlgher and five
showed unacceptable rel iabi I ity of .36 or lower.
Conclusions
The following conclusions are supported by the results
of this investigation:
1. The CG-set shows moderate to acceptable reliability
as a self-assessment tooi wlth coliege athletes for research
ta
-tL
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purposes.
2. The templates of affiliation, high achievement,
sel f-confidence, high anxious, and persistence show an
acceptable reliability that could be used for further
personal i ty research.
3, E:<perts do not agree on which behaviors are
exhibi ted by over-conf icient, extrlnsical I y rnot ivated,
assertive, high effort, and fear of failure athletes.
4. If the experts cannot agree on behaviors exhiblied
hy certa I n charact er i zed af.h i etes, then perhaps i^ie shotr I d be
more careful in prescribing psychological lnterventions for
par t. i cu I ar des i red behav I ors .
Recommendatlons f or Further Str.idv
The fol lowing recommendations are made for future
research:
1, A study could be conducted uslng a greater number
of experts per template with the five templates that did not
show acceptable rei iabi I ity.
2. The five acceptable templates could be used for
research and cl inical purposes with athletes, lr association
wi th CTM.
Appendix A
CARDS ELIMINATED FROM THE ORICINAL CO―SE
Card Number                   Statement
3                  Has a wide range of interests.
4                  1S a talkative individual.
15
Appears to have a high degree of
i nte i I ectua I capac i iy .
Is ski I led In social technlque= +f
imagi nat i ve p i a'i, pretendl ng and
humor,
initiates humor.
Regards self as physical 1y
attract I ve.
Genulnely'ralues intel lectual and
cognitive rnatters.
Responds to humor.
Is an i nterest i ng, arrest i ng
Person,
Enj oys sensuous exper i ences
( i nc I udi ng touch , taste , sme I I ,
physical contact).
Enjoys aesthetic impressions; is
aesthet lcal I y reactive.
AA+1
?
?
?
?
51
??
???
っ?
?
?
?
58
66
Card [.lunrnber
(.4
..rE
Statement
Tends to perceive different
contexts in sexual terms;
erot icizes si tuat ions.
Interested in members of the
opposi te sex.
Is physical 1y attractive; good
I ook i ng.
Is personai I y charmi ng.
Is concerned wi th ph I I csoph i ca I
problemsi o.g., rei igions, vdlues,
the mean i ng of i i fe, etc.
a. Behaves in a mascul lne styie
and manner.
b. Behaves in a feminine style
and manner.
Is verbaliy fluent; can express
ideas wel I .
80
81
?
?
?
?
93
98
Appendix B
EELIABILITY STUDY TELEPHONE MESSAGE
Through random selection you have been selected from
Ithaca College athletes to represent your sport in a
research study, We are trying to test '"he rel iabi I lty of a
personaiity assessment tool in the athletic context. All
data col lected wi i I be kept confidential. Mieht i continue
to see whether or not you are interested?
You wili be required to sort a pack of 82 statement
cards into seven categories ranging from e:<tremel'/
characteristlc to extremely uncharacter!stic of yorr. This
vri lI take about t hour to complete. You wi il also be
required to sort the cards a second time.
Are you wi ll ing to participate? Which of the following
times fits your schedule best?
The testing wi I I be done in Hi I I Center.
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Appendix C
CALIFORNIA Q―SET SORTING GUIDE
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Appendix D
LETTER SEI.IT FOR TEMPLATE CCI{STRUCTION
Address:
Dear:
We need your helpl You possess the needed expertise to
asslst us wlth orrr r'esear-ch project. W* rreErl 45 minute= ui
your time in the next few days. Here"s cur pIan.
We would like to develop a number of ideai models or
temp I aies of var I ous sport persona I i ty character i st i cs
( i.e., behavioral characteristics associaied with certain
personali'ry "types"). It seems to us that the Caiifornia
0-sei is an excel lent data collectlon tooi because it has
the flexlbi I ity to encompass a variety of perscnal ity
characteristics (e.9., achievement, anxlety,
self-confidence) within any particular environment. Sounds
i nteract i ona i to us l
You have demonstrated expertise in ihe area cf (tempiate to
be sorted) and I t Is your Jrrdgment ahor,r'" ihe speci f Ics of
that characteristic that's needed! Your task, if you choose
to accept It, Is to sort the 82 statement cards ln the
enclosed CG-set deck according to eruidel ines specified in
the enclosed instructions. What we are looking for is your
depiction of the make-up of the ideal (template to be
CA
.{9
sorted) athlete. We have operational ized this character
type as fol lows: (definition of template). Perhaps this
would be helpful to you.
It is extremely important that you keep the athletic context
central in your mind as you sort the statements into
characteristic, uncharacteristic, and neither characteristic
nor uncharacterlstlc categories.
in addi t i on to var i ous temp late construct i ons, our irnrnedi aie
plans include some rel iabi I ity and val idity endeavors. It
may be trite, but none the less true, to indicate that the
prcject loses credibi I ity without your participation. You
knol the personal ity characteristic best and we need you.
Piease give us an affirmative response, complete the sorting
procedure and return the cards and sorting guide by
(speclfied date). We thank you in advance for your
cooperat i on.
Very Si ncere I y,
A. Craig Fisher, Professor
Robi n Si ecknan , Graduate Student .
Appendlx E
DEFINIT10NS OF CHARACTERISTICS SENT T0
SPORT PSYCHOLOCISTS/PSYCHOLOCISTS
Persistent athletes adhere to thelr sport tasks. They
refuse to give up; quitting is not a word in their
vocabu I ary.
Assertive athletes confront opposition. They are as
aggressive as they need to be to do the job. They act with
decisicn.
Hiqh anxious athIetes may perform "Iights ou+," in
practice but "Iose it" when it counts. Ther" worry
themseIves "senseIess" so they can't concentrate on what
they have to do.
Hlqh achievement athletes continual ly strive to be
better. They are goal orlented and get a "kick" out of
success. They meet a chal lenge with energy, and when ihere
l= nc +hal jenge they mal.re one,
Hicrh effort athIetes "bust their chops." Whatever the
result, in practlce or in competition, they are never
satisfied unless they glve maximum.
Affiliative athletes play the game to be in wiih ihe
crowd, or because their friends think "it's cool to be a
ath I ete. " They wou I d much rather be popu l ar than successfu l
50
? ?
ath I etes.
0ver-conf ldent athl etes e:ipress high conf idence in
abi l ity,'ski i I when perf ormance is below levels of accepted
competence. They retain their confidence even when it is
rrcrt .ii-,iEtif ied,
Hiqh fear of failure athletes are scared of fai ling.
By not trying'"hey lose, letting themselves aft'"he hook
with excuses like: "If I had .,."; "I cou'ld have ...."
Self-conf Ident aihle.te= ei:press high ccnf ldence in
ability.,'skill when performance is above leve!s of accepted
competence, otr express low ccnf idence in abl l Iiy,,5q111 i.:hen
periarrnance I e be i ow leve I s of accepted ccmpetence. Theiv
are confident that they are also reality orlenied.
Extrinsical lv motivated athletes need to be pushed.
They are in the game for the perks and giory. Without these
rewards they have no interest in the sport.
Appendix F
INSTRUCTIONS FOR SORTiNG THE MODIFIED CALIFORNIA G-SET
Plcture yourself 1n your athletlc= ErrvlL-rfrrirrrerrt,. Thint
of the sport you play and all the things you have to do as
an athl ete in that sport. Can you see yoursel f 
'loing these
ihings? Flease experience these vivid rnemories while you
scrt the cards,
Stepl
Set the Tltle and Category cards aside. 'fou'n/on't need
them until after Step 2.
Qlan a:l-Ljr-E-JL,
Sort the 82 cards lnto three piles. Stack the
uncharacter I st I c of vor"r on the I ef t ; stacL. thestatements
statements
statements
(this stack
characteristic of vou on vour riqht; stack the
neutral and not rei evant to 'rou in the eenter
may be larger than the other two).
C{.an e!l-W.
PIace the Category cards in a row with Category 1
"e:itremeIy uncharacterlstIc" on the ieft and Category 7
"extremely characteristic" on the right. The middle
Category 4 trepresents personal I ty descr Iptcrs that .3.re
" ne i t,her character i st i c nor uncharacter i st i c. "
E.)JL
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Step 4
Resort your three plles into the seven categories
paying attention to the exact number of cards per category
(look at the sorting guide).  The order of the statements
within categories does not matter, but the number of
statements in each category is crucial.
Step 5
When the sort is finished, transfer the card numbers in
each category onto the sorting guide,
KEEP IN MIND THAT YOU ARE SORTI卜IC
WITH THE ATHLETIC CONTEXT IN MIND.
、ぼぶ
(1■
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